i8	"A BRANCH  OF  COMMERCE"
The holders of deferred shares are also, as a rule, the
only unlimited participators in profits. Preference
shares carry a fixed rate of dividend, and these are
usually the only ones which members of the general
public can hold* The very large profits of the Daily
Mail go to a few people, whether distributed in dividends
or bonus shares, and these few people have the right to
control the management of the enterprise.
In other businesses this would not so much matter*
Indeed, it might be the most efficient mode of carrying
them on* In one which produces a commodity capable
of exercising a potent influence on the public mind,
capable of affecting the course of history, the unchecked
power of irresponsible men with ill-considered schemes
and almost crazy notions is a limitless evil* Or, to speak
it more precisely, that evil would be limitless if the
schemes were not so frequently changed, the notions so
soon discarded*
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Lord Beaverbrook might have won a following for his
Empire Free Trade, although it means Protection and
although the Empire will have nothing to do with it, if
he had kept steadily to it, rejecting all other slogans.
When he mixed up with this the isolation of Britain
(so plainly impossible), departure from the League of
Nations, abandonment of all effort to restore prosperity
by co-operation, and other Canadian-small-town nos-
trums, all chance of his making an impression faded*
And when he allowed Low to caricature him in his own
evening paper as a small, grinning ape or pigmy,
public kept that vision of him in their imaginations
declined to regard him* as anything but a comic
He helped to confirm this view of himself by*
remarks as:
" I am no authority on foreign politics*

